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INTRODUCTION 
The classical interpolation theorem due to Mazur and Orlicz [11] and several 
variants thereof have become a useful tool in different branches of analysis and its 
applications. In this note, we discuss a certain refinement of the Mazur-Orlicz 
theorem, where the usual convexity assumptions are considerably weakened.This 
sandwich type theorem dates back to König [6], [7] where a certain preliminary 
version turned out to be useful for applications to minimax theorems and to function 
algebras. The by now most general theorem of this type seems to be due to 
Fuchssteiner and König [1], p. 255 and can also be found in the monograph [8], 
p. 33. Unfortunately, the technicalities for the original proof of this theorem are 
somewhat involved and not convincingly simple. In this note, we present a completely 
different approach to this sandwich type theorem, which we believe to give some new 
insight into this theory. Moreover, our methods even work in the general context 
of vector-valued operators rather than real-valued functionals; therefore, the main 
results of this note also subsume and improve the Hahn-Banach type theorems 
recently found by Martellotti and Salvadori [10]. The basic idea of the present 
approach is to combine some elementary approximation arguments with Ptak's 
beautiful idea of a suitable auxiliary mapping [14], which turned out to be the most 
natural tool for the proof of the classical version of the Mazur-Orlicz theorem. 
THE GENERALIZED MAZUR-ORLICZ THEOREM 
Throughout this note, let E be a real vector space, and let F denote a real vector 
lattice, which is assumed to be Dedekind complete in the sense that each upper 
bounded subset has a supremum. The positive cone of F will be denoted by F+. 
We add a smallest element — oo to the space F and extend the algebraic operations 
from F to F* := F u { — oo} in the usual way, i.e. we define 0 • (-co) := 0, 
t • (-oo) : = — oo for all real t > 0, and x + (— oo) : = — co for all x e F. An 
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operator S: E ^ F is called sublinear if 9(u + v) S #(u) + $(*>) and #(ta) = ř S(u) 
holds for all u, v e E and all real t ^ 0. The most primitive version of the vector-
valued Hahn-Banach theorem states that every sublinear operator #: E ^> F domi­
nates at least one linear operator q>: E -^ F in the sense of cp{u) S #(u) for all u є E; 
see for instance [13]. The following theorem is, of course, a much stronger version 
of this result. 
Theorem. Let 5: E ^ F be a sublinear operator, and consider an arbitrary 
mapping g: K ^ F on a nonempty subset K of E such that g ^ S on K. Moreover, 
assume thatfor some pair of real numbers a, ß > 0 and some u є F+ thefollowing 
condition isfulfilled: 
(1) Forall x,yeK andall e>0 thereexistssome zeK 
such that #(z — ax — ßy) S ç(z) — ot g(x) — ß g(y) + eu . 
Then there exists a linear operator q>: E ^> Fsuch that q <̂  q> onKand q> S # on E. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in the next section. We first discuss the 
main assumption (l) and some variants thereof. Condition (l) may be considered 
as a weak convexity assumption: if the set K is convex and the function g: K ~* F 
is concave, then this condition is obviously fulfilled with an arbitrary choice of real 
numbers a, ß > 0 satisfying a + ß = 1 and even with the trivial choice u = 0. 
Actually, in this particular case the preceding theoremiseasily seen to be anequivalent 
version of the vector-valued Mazur-Orlicz theorem, which will be reproduced below 
as iemma 1; see [11], p. 147 and [13], p. 79. Moreover, in the classical case F = R, 
condition (1) is obviously equivalent to the following König type convexity condition 
M ' M ' [7]> M : there exists a pair of real numbers a, ß > 0 such that 
(2) inf {S(z - ax - ßy) - g(z) + a g(x) 4- ß g(y) : z e K} S 0 for all 
x, у еК . 
Actually, even in the vector-valued setting condition (l) always implies (2), since it is 
well-known and easily seen [3] that the order of a Dedekind complete vector lattice 
is Archimedean.Onthe other hand, condition (l) is obviously fulfilled, if forsome 
pair of real numbers a, ß > 0 we have: 
(3) For all x, у є K there is some z є K such that 
3(z - ax - ßy) S Q(z) - a g(x) - ß g(y) . 
To illustrate the role of the vector u є F+ in the general version of condition (l), let 
us assume that F is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with respect to the order 
unit norm given by some order unit ueF+. Then, by Kakutani's theorem,F can 
be represented as the space C(S) of all real-valued continuous functions on some 
extremally disconnected compact Hausdorffspace S; see [3], p. 164. Since the order 
unit u corresponds to the constant function 1, condition (1) for this choice of u 
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means precisely that for some pair of real numbers a, ß > 0 the following uniform 
estimates are fulfilled: 
(4) inf {sup [3(z - ax - ßy) - g(z) + a g(x) + ß д(у)~] (s) : z є K} ^ 0 
ssS 
for all x, у e К . 
Let us note that there are numerous situations where the weak form of the convexity 
conditions ( l ) - ( 4 ) turns out to be crucial: for instance in the general theory of 
minimax theorems [ l ] , [6], [8], [ l0 ] ; in potential theory [6]; in the theory of 
function algebras [7]; in Choquet theory [7]; in the theory ofmonotone operators 
[7], [8]; and in optimization theory [12]. We include the following useful con­
sequences of the preceding theorem, which improve the corresponding results from 
[1] and [10] and have similar applications: 
Corollary 1. Let S: E -^ F be a sublinear operator, and let K be a nonempty 
subset of E such that 9 ^ 0 on K. Moreover, assume thatfor some pair of real 
numbers a, ß > 0 and some u e F+ the following condition is fulfilled: 
For all x, у є K and e > 0 there is some z є K such that #(z — ocx — ßy) ^ ги. 
Then there exists a linear operator q>: E ^ F such that q> ^ 0 on K and q> ^ 9 on E. 
Corollary 2. Let S: E ^ F be a sublinear operator, and consider a nonempty 
subsetK ofEsuch thatfor some 0 < Я < 1 and some u e F+ thefollowing condition 
isfulfilled: 
For all x, y e K and є > 0 there is some z є K such that #(z — Xx — (1 — X) y) ^ 
^ su. Then there exists a linear operator <p: E^ F such that <p ^ $ on E and 
inf {<p(x): x e K} = inf {S(x): x e K} . 
Of course, corollary 1 follows immediately from our theorem with the choice 
£ = 0. To prove corollary 2, let q : = inf {$(x): x є K] є F*. If Q = — oo then every 
linear operator q>: E ^ F with cp ^ # on E has the desired property, whereas in 
the case Q e F the assertion is clear from the preceding theorem. 
Sandwich theorems of this type have proven to be much more efficient than the 
usual version of the Hahn-Banach theorem on the extension of continuous linear 
functionals, which is, ofcourse, contained in the classical Mazur-Orlicz theorem [11] 
as a special case. Also, the sandwich theory can most effectively replace the separation 
arguments from traditional functional analysis; for further information we refer 
to the monographs [2] and [8]. Simplified proofs of the classical Mazur-Orlicz 
theorem have been given by Sikorski [15], Pták [14], Simons [16], and others. 
There are also interesting variants and extensions of the classical result to the case 
of additive functionals on abelian semigroups [2], [4], [9] and also to the case of 
submodular set functions [5]. 
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PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We will deduce our main result from an elementary approximation argument and 
the following version of the Mazur-Orlicz theorem. For completeness, we include 
a short proof based on Pták [14]. 
Lemma 1. Let S: E -^ F be a sublinear operator, and consider an arbitrary 
mapping g:K ~> F on a nonempty subset K of E. Then thefollowing assertions 
are equivalent: 
(5) There exists a linear operator q>: E ^> F such that Q g q> 
on K and q) ^ # on E . 
r r 
(6) ^ y ( x f c ) g 9 ( ^ t x t ) forall xx,...,xreK and tu...,tr^0. 
k=l k=l 
Proof. Obviously, condition (5) implies (6). Conversely, assume that (6) holds and 
consider the operator ф: E ^> F given by 
r r 
ф(х) : = inf {S(x + £ tkxk) - X h e(*ft): * i , • • •> *r є K and 
. _4 k = l fc=l 
i i , . . . , r r ^ 0 } 
for all x e E. Since ф: E ^> F is sublinear, by the basic version ofthe vector-valued 
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a linear operator q>\ E ^ F which is dominated by 
ф on E; see [3] or [13]. It is easily seen that such an operator q> satisfies condition (5). 
Lemma 2. Let X be an arbitrary nonempty set, and consider afamily Tofupper 
bounded mappings f: X ^ F*. Moreover, assume that for some real number 
0 < X < 1 thefollowing condition isfulfilled: 
(7) For all f, g e T there exists some h e T such that 
h й ¥ + (1 - Я) g on X . 
Then inf{sup(f):feT} = i n f { s u p ( / ) : / e c o T } , where coTdenotes the convex 
hull of T 
Proof. Define Ax := {0,1} and Ak+1 := Mk + (1 - X)Ak for all keN. Then 
an obvious inductive argument shows that T satisfies condition (7) for all a є Ak 
and all k e N. We next claim that for every collection of finitely many fu .. .,fr є T 
and real numbers 0 < su ..., sr < 1 with sx + .. . + sr < 1 there exists some g e T 
such that r r 
Я й I skfk + (1 - £ sk) max (fx,.. .,fr) on X , 
k=i k=i 
where the maximum is taken in the pointwise sense. The proof of this claim is by in-
duction on r. The case r = 1 being trivial with the choice g = / l 5 let us assume that 
the claim holds for a given r є N, and consider the situation for the case r + 1. 
Since the union of the sets Ak over all k e N is easily seen to be dense in the interval 
[0, 1], there exists a o e Ak for some suitable k є N such that st + ... + sr < u < 
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< 1 — s r + 1 . Then, by our inductive hypothesis, we obtain s o m e / e Tsuch that 
r r 
^/^ZsikA + (^-Zsfc)max(/b--^/r) o n x -
k=l fe=l 
And from condition (7) for a є Ak we obtain some g є T such that g ^ a/ + 
+ (1 — ff)/r+i o n X- An obvious combination of these inequalities shows that g 
has the desired property for the case r + 1. Now, to complete the proof of the lemma, 
let a : = inf {sup ( / ) : / є T} e F* and b : = inf {sup ( / ) : / є co Т} є F*. To show 
that a g b, we may assume that a e F. Given an arbitrary / є со T, let us choose 
fu .. .,fr є Tand tl9..., tr > 0 with t1 + ... + tr = 1 such t h a t / = / ^ + ... + trfr. 
Then, for each n є N with n ̂  2, we may apply our claim with the choice sk :== 
:= (1 — l|n) tk to obtain some gn e Tsuch that 
^ ^ f l - - i l ^ + -max{sup (A) : f c = l , . . . , r } on X. 
\ n/k=i n 
Note that the maximum on the right-hand side exists as an element of F, sincea є F 
and s ince / l 5 ...,fr are bounded above. Taking the supremum over X, we arrive at 
a S sup (gn) S (1 ) sup ( /) + - c 
\ nJ n 
and hence n(a — sup (/)) <g c — sup (/) for some c e F and all n є N. But this 
implies that a S sup (/) , since the order of a Dedekind complete vector lattice is 
Archimedean [3]. Thus a ̂  b, which completes the proof. 
P r o o f of the t h e o r e m . Let X be the set of all linear operators <p: E ~> F with 
ip ̂  $ pointwjse on F, and for each a e E let â: X ̂  F denote the corresponding 
vector-valued Gelfand transform given by a(<p) : = qy(a) for all <p є X. From an ob­
vious application of lemma 1 to singletons we obtain 9(a) = sup (â) for all a є E. 
Now consider the family S := {â — g(a) + eu\ a eK and e > 0} of bounded 
functions from X into F and observe that the convexity assumption (l) implies that 
for a l l / , g e S there exists some h є S such that h ^ a/ + ßg holds on X. In particu-
lar, taking / = g and iterating this property, we obtain for every fe S and every 
k e N some h e S such that h ̂  (a + ß)kf on X. From this observation it follows 
that condition (7) of lemma 2 is satisfied for the choice 
00 a 
T : = U ( a + # T * S and A:= e ( 0 , l ) . 
n = o a + ß 
Moreover, if a g i v e n / є Tis represented in the f o r m / = (a + ß)~n (â — g(a) + su) 
for some n ̂  0, a є К, and є > 0, we obtain the estimate 
sup ( /) = (a + ß)~n (sup (â) - g(a) + su) = 
= (a + # T " ( % ) - g(a) + su) ^ 0 , 
since by assumption g S 3 on X and u ^ 0. Thus sup (/) ^ 0 for a l l / є Tand conse­
quently, by lemma 2, even for a l l / є с о T. Now let au ..., ar e K and tu ..., tr ̂  0 
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with t + + řr = 1 fre arbitrarily given. Then for each г > 0 we have 
Г 
fs ' = £ ^{ак ~ Q(ak) + eu) є co T 
fc = i 
and hence sup (fB) è 0, which implies that 
r r r 
$( Z *как) - E řfc я(ак) = sup ( X *fc(4 ^ о(я*)) è -ew for all є > 0 . fc=i fc=i fc=i 
Since the order of F is Archimedean, we arrive at 
r r 
# ( Z ř A ) - Z ř * d > * ) a O f o r a l l a b . . . , a r e X a n d f l s . . . , f r ^ 0 . 
fc=i *=i 
Consequently, condition (6) is fulfilled so that an application of lemma 1 completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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